Abstract
Introduction
Since the emerging computational Grid is mentioned by Foster and Kesselman [1] ,scientists and engineers have been built a lots of models of resource organization and management [5] .a series of Grid system prototypes hava been implemented,such as Globus [2] ,Legion [3] ,Unicore [4] .And the emergence of a variety of theories and technologies concerns the Grid very nearly,such as the SemanticWeb [6] ,the Web Service [7] ,etc.As the dynamic and distributed characteristics of the Grid and dense computing capability syncretize with semantic and service capabilities,many notions of Grid and service come forth,such as the Semantic Grid [8] ,the Computing Grid,the Data Grid,the Information Grid,the Knowledge Grid [9] ,and computing service,data service,information service,knowledge service, semantic service [10] ,etc.In these Grid researchs and applications,it is a pivotal task how to organize and manage resources so that the Grid support single or mulriple services .The paper [5] presents many models and characteristics of the Grid resource management systems from the viewpoint of computing service and data servcice.The paper [11] [13] presents a Grid resource space model and characteristics from the viewpoint of information service and knowledge servcice.The paper [10] [14] presents the Semantic Grid service models and characteristics from the viewpoint of computing service,data servcice,information service,and knowledge servcice.This paper first proposes the Grid resource organization and management strategies by employing τ -parameter fuzzy concept lattice and fuzzy concept trie from the viewpoint of FCA [12] and fuzzy concept analysis theory [19] .And we have developed the construction algorithm of τ -parameter fuzzy concept lattice,the creation algorithm of the fuzzy concept extent trie and intent trie,and the retrieval algorithm for the Grid resources and services.Experiments and application examples show that the fuzzy lattice concept model and the concept trie that we have built for Grid resource are feasible and effective theory and technology method for the Grid research issues.The rest of this paper is organized as follows:the next Section introduces the notions of the Grid and resource from the viewpoint of the formal concept analysis,presents the model and constructing algorithm of the τ -parameter fuzzy concept lattice for Grid resource.The fuzzy concept trie and two correlative algorithms are presented in Section 3.In Section 4,we give some experiments used for validating the method we proposed.Finally,Section 5 closes with conclusions and future works.
conditions,aggregation,fault tolerance,etc.)as the elements of the attribute set and various resources(such as PCs,Database,Metadata,Web,Soft-Devices,etc.)as the elements of the object set.And the intensity of some resource characteristic is fuzzy not certain,so the Grid resources are classified by formal concepts as well as fuzzy properties.From the two viewpoints,we will give the definitions of Grid,resource and τ -parameter fuzzy concept lattice as follows.
Basic Notions

Definition 1(Resource)
.A resource is a object with the sets of three attributes, and the sets of three attributes are respectively a sign set of the resource,a feature set of the resource, and a parameter set of the resource. Definition 2(Grid).A grid is a aggregation object of the differently organizational, heterogeneous, geographically distributed, dynamic resources as well as with three attributes sets of the sign,feature,parameter. Definition 3(Fuzzy context of the Grid resouce).For two sets U and M ,the U is a set of the Grid resource objects and the M is a set of the Grid resource attributes, let I = {µĨ (u, m)|u ∈ U ∧ m ∈ M } be a subset of a binary relation defined on the Cartesian product U × M , if the mapping µĨ : U × M → [0, 1] exists, then theĨ is call the fuzzy relation subset between them,the µĨ (u, m) ∈ [0, 1] is called fuzzy relation value between the resource objects and attributes,the triplet K = (U, M,Ĩ) is called the fuzzy context of the Grid resouce, simplely called the resouce fuzzy context. Definition 4(τ -Parameter fuzzy galois connection).For the the resouce fuzzy context K = (U, M,Ĩ),the resource object u ∈ U ,the resource attribute m ∈ M ,the subset of the objects A ⊆ U , B is a subset of the fuzzy attibutes defined on the set M ,let parameter τ = µĨ (u, m) ∈ [0, 1] be the mean of all the fuzzy relation values in the K,if 
is called a subconcept of C2, in the case, C2 is a superconcept of C1,we write C1 ≤ C1,the relation ≤ is called the order of the fuzzy concepts,and the set of all fuzzy concepts of ordered in this way is called the τ -parameter fuzzy lattice for Grid resource(simplely fuzzy lattice),is denoted by L(U, M,Ĩ) = ( C(K), ≤).
We now discuss the issue about the construction of the fuzzy concept lattice for the Grid resources after the related definitions are given.The optional algorithms for the construction of the fuzzy concept lattice include the Godin,NextClosure,Cbo,Norris,Chein,Bordat,etc [15] [16] . We will give a construction algorithm for τ -parameter fuzzy lattice presented by us as follows.
The Construction Algorithm of τ -Parameter Fuzzy Lattice for Grid Resource
The construction algorithm of τ -parameter fuzzy lattice is presented as follows:
Step1:Firstly,calculate the τ -parameter τ = µĨ (u, m) according to the resouce fuzzy context
Step3:Seek the α(A) to meet µ = min{µĨ (u, m)} according to the β( B).
Step4:Secondly,determine the (A t , B t ) = ( β( B) t , α(A) t ) according to the β( B) and α(A),t ∈ T , here T is a set of the sequence number. Step5:Finally,construct the τ -parameter fuzzy lattice of the resouce fuzzy context. a.Initialize the fuzzy concept lattice to vacant node. b.Create the initial node by determining the infimum of the fuzzy concept to meet
c.Create the final node by determining the supremum of the fuzzy concept to meet
Determine the other fuzzy concept besides the supremum and the infimum ( β( B) t , α(A) t ). e.Sort the all concepts according to the expression from the infimum to supremum(t, s ∈ T ).
f.For some fuzzy concepts in the neighborhood of the infimum (Ø, α(A) max ) if any two concepts to meet Extend(( β( B) t , α(A) t )) ∩ Extend(( β( B) s , α(A) s )) = Ø,then produce many neighbour sides starting from the infimum, if any two concepts to meet Extend(( β( B) t , α(A) t )) ∩ Extend(( β( B) s , α(A) s )) = Ø,then produce only one side starting from the infimum. g.For the node on the same side Sort the all concepts according to the expression
and create the node of the each concept. h.For all nodes on the all sides Converge to the supremum node (U, α(A) min ) from the infimum node (Ø, α(A) max ) after put into the order one by one, finally,create the fuzzy concept lattice
A case study
Example 1:As a example of the construction algorithm for τ -parameter fuzzy lattice,we now give a fuzzy context shown in Table 1 that classify the Grid according to the intensity of the service functions of the Grid object.g1, g2, g3, g4, g5 be used for represent five Grid objects, s1, s2, s3, s4, s5 be presented respectively the computing service,the data service,the information service,the knowledge service,and the semantic service. The constructing process of the τ -parameter fuzzy lattice for the Grid resource as follows: 1.calculate the τ -parameter according to the resouce fuzzy context K = (U, M,Ĩ) τ = µĨ (gi, si) = 0.55 2.Seek the β( B) to meet min{1, 1 − µ BI (m) + µ I (u, m) ≥ τ according to the τ A1 = {Ø}, A2 = {g1, g2}, A3 = {g4, g5}, A4 = {g1, g3, g4, g5}, A5 = {g1, g2, g3, g4, g5}. 5.According to the construction algorithm,the Hasse graphic of the fuzzy lattice is shown in Figure. 1. On the base of the model of the τ -parameter fuzzy lattice for Grid resource,we will research on ways and means of organizing fuzzy concepts with trie as follows.
Fuzzy Concept Trie and correlative Algorithms
A trie is a tree structure with the forms of prefix,suffix,patrician,compression,etc,according to the feature of the strings and coding.It is firstly proposed by Fredkin [22] ,and presented respectively it's characteristics by Zhuge [21] ,Knuth [23] ,Standish [24] ,Aoe [25] ,Dundas [26] . According to the FCA theory,we will create the trie of the fuzzy concept extents and intents make use of the model of the τ -parameter fuzzy lattice for the Grid resource proposed by us,and give the algorithms of the trie creation and the concept retrieval as follows.
Basic Definitions
Definition 7(Set of side sign).For the set of an alphabet of z characters denoted by S = {a 1 , a 2 ...a z },where a 1 < a 2 < ... < a z ,the sets
composed by all strings with length h ≤ z in S are called the set of side sign. Definition 8(Function for creating node).For the set of the tree node N = {n 0 , n 1 , ...n k } and the subset of the set of side sign S h = {a 1 , a 2 ...a h },we define a mapping f : N × S h → N satisfied the expression f (n i , a j ) = n i+1 and the neighboring node n i+1 is created through a node n i with a side a j by the f (n i , a j ) = n i+1 ,the function f is called the function for creating node,and is denoted f (n 0 ) = n 0 for the root node n 0 ,where 0 ≤ i ≤ k, 1 ≤ j ≤ h. Definition 9(Set of fuzzy concepts,Set of extents,Set of intents).If there are w nodes in the τ -parameter fuzzy lattice for Grid resource L(U, M,Ĩ),then the Grid resource has w fuzzy concepts,the set C = { C 1 , C 2 ... C w } of a fuzzy concept C i is called the set of fuzzy concepts,the set A = {A 1 , A 2 ...A w } of a fuzzy concept extent A i is called the set of extents, the set B = { B 1 , B 2 , ... B w } of a fuzzy concept intent B i is called the set of intents.
Definition 10(Extent trie of fuzzy concepts)
.For the set of extents A = {A 1 , A 2 ...A w },a trie with w branches is called the extent trie of fuzzy concepts denoted by T rie(Extent), the trie is create by the function for creating node f (n i , a j ) = n i+1 ,where a j is a element in subset of the set of side sign S Ai as a side of the trie and n i is a node of the extent trie. Definition 11(Intent trie of fuzzy concepts).For the set of intents B = { B 1 , B 2 , ... B w }, a trie with w branches is called the intent trie of fuzzy concepts denoted by T rie(Intent),the trie is create by the function for creating node f (n i , a j ) = n i+1 , where a j is a element in subset of the set of side sign S Bi as a side of the trie and n i is a node of the intent trie. Definition 12(Node sets of extent trie of fuzzy concepts).For each node except the root node in the extent trie of fuzzy concepts,the set of all pairs formed by fuzzy concepts and corresponding intents is called the node sets of extent trie of fuzzy concepts denoted by Intent set(n i ),where n i = n 0 is any node in the T rie(Extent) except the root node,the fuzzy concepts in the all pairs include the extents used for signing the sides of the trie from the root node n 0 to the node n i . Definition 13(Node sets of intent trie of fuzzy concepts).For each node except the root node in the intent trie of fuzzy concepts,the set of all pairs formed by fuzzy concepts and corresponding extents is called the node sets of intent trie of fuzzy concepts denoted by Extent set(n i ),where n i = n 0 is any node in the T rie(Intent) except the root node,the fuzzy concepts in the all pairs include the intents used for signing the sides of the trie from the root node n 0 to the node n i . Step6:Return the node sets and sets of side sign
Algorithms relate to Trie
Step7:Sign the created extent trie and intent trie T rie(Exten), T rie(Intent).
2.The retrieval algorithm of the fuzzy concepts for the Grid resource
Input:T rie(Extent),T rie(Intent) Output:Intent set(n i ),Extent set(n i ),n i = 0 Pseudocode of retrieval algorithm for the concepts as follows: Step1:Input fuzzy extent trie and intent trie T rie(Exten), T rie(Intent). Step2:Initialize current node to the root node. Step3:If ∀a u ∈ S
[w]
Step6:Output the node sets of extent trie and intent trie Intent set(n i ), Extent set(n i ).
Application Example
Example 2:We will apply the creation algorithm and retrieval algorithm to the problem about the Example 1, the partial results given by us as follows: The extent trie of fuzzy concepts is shown in Figure. form the node 0 to 3,if the retrieval condition is g1, g3, g4,then the node set of extent trie of fuzzy concepts is Intent set(8) = {( C4, {0.1, 0, 2, 0.6, 0.2, 0.1}), ( C5, {0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 0.2, 0.1})} form the node 0 to 8. If the retrieval condition is 0.9/s1, 0.9/s2, 0.5/s3,then the node set of intent trie of fuzzy concepts is Extent set(8) = {( C2, {g1, g2})} form the node 0 to 8, if the retrieval condition is 0.1/s1, 0.2/s2, 0.6/s3, 0.9/s4, 0.9/s5,then the node set of intent trie of fuzzy concepts is Extent set(15) = {( C3, {g4, g5})} form the node 0 to 15. The example to retrieve the resources and service shows that we can retrieve the services by the resources as well as retrieve the matching resources by the services.
Experiment Results and Evalution
Experiment Data Set
To evaluate the feasibility and availability of the strategies presented by us,we concern five resource entitis instances of five Grid categories,the HPC of computing resource,the Database of data resource,the Metadata of information resource,the Xml of knowledge resource,and the SoftDevice of semantic resource(see also reference [5] [8] [9] [10] [11] [13] [14] ). The experiment datas of the resouce object total,the resouce attibute total,the fuzzy concept total,the intent trie depth,the trie node total are shown in Table 2 .
Experiment Results and Evalution
We use randomly and automatically generated datas,such as resource number,resource fuzzy concept number,trie node number,resource attribute number,trie depth,etc.The experiment datas generated randomly are test with two toos VC++7.0 and Jbuilder2005,and we analyse the relation between the time of creating trie and retrieving fuzzy concept and the parameters of the resource fuzzy concept lattice,the experiment results are shown in Figure. time is dependent on the attributes number while the resource entity number is relatively less.2.The creating time is on increasing rapidly while the resource entity number add to some amounts.3.The retrieving time is dependent on the trie depth and the fuzzy concept number.4.The speed of the trie creation and concept retrieval is very fast within the range of the numbers of the resource entity and fuzzy concept.5.It is needed that the strategy of distributed resource concept lattices in the case of large numbers of the resource entities and fuzzy concepts.6.The algorithm to retrieve the resource or service and the strategies of the Grid resouce management are effective and feasible to the five kinds of the resource entities.
Conclusions and future work
This paper first has presented the Grid resource management and organization strategies by employing fuzzy concept lattice and fuzzy concept trie.The definitions of the Grid,the resource,the τ -parameter fuzzy galois connection have been given,and the model of τ -parameter fuzzy concept lattice has been built.We have been created the fuzzy concept extent trie and intent trie and the algorithms are developed for trie creation and retrieval to the resource and service by FCA methods.Experiments and application examples show that the retrieving algorithm for resource and service is effective and the strategies for the Grid resource organization and management is feasible.Ongoing work includes studies of updating algorithm of the resource fuzzy lattices,the compessed algorithm for the trie of fuzzy concepts and the distributed construction algorithm of the resource fuzzy lattices.The method we presented could be used for not only the Computing Grid,the Service Grid and the Semantic Grid,but also for the other Grid.Further,we are developing the intelligent Grid resources management system base on the lattice model and the trie of fuzzy concepts.
